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SCREENFLEX – movable/folding temporary wall partitions allow you the ability to
divide rooms, reduce noise and even display materials.

They offer privacy and safety.

With various lengths, heights and color options (6 heights, 6 lengths and 38 colors),
these versatile room dividers are a great addition to libraries, corporate offices,
schools, health care facilities and hospitality.

ScreenflexPortable - Fabric



Portable - Fabric
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Transform your room quickly and easily.

Go from this:

To this:
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Portable - Fabric

Customize your Screenflex unit with the following options.

Screenflex dividers arrive fully assembled and store
compactly in a 2 ft. by 3 ft. space. Multiple units nest
together.

Multi-unit connector Marker Board Dry Erase Panels

Windows Door Panel Artwork Hanger



Portable - Fabric
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Portable - Clear

For times when a clear partition is required for control, safety or to view what is
happening on the other side of the divider, Screenflex’s acrylic dividers are the
perfect solution.

Screenflex’s clear room dividers are available in
two lengths 3’ 4” (single panel) or 10’ 0” (three
panel). The height of these panels is 6’ 2”.

They are constructed of 3/16” crystal-clear OPTIX
acrylic which is non-yellowing and highly impact
resistant.



Portable – Writable
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The designers at Screenflex brought together writable, tackable and sound
absorbing qualities into one outstanding room divider.

Screenflex’s dual surface room dividers are available
in six lengths with a 6’ 0 height. They feature a bright
white wipeable surface on one side with a charcoal
black tackable fabric on the other. Dry and wet
erase compatibility creates and interactive
environment and enhances collaborative spaces.



TMC’s Ode mobile Screens are the perfect way to define creative, collaborative
or individual spaces library, corporate, higher education, school and healthcare
settings.
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Mobile Screens TMC

Jasper, Thom and Dole (named
after stones/minerals found in
Michigan) are offered in maple
veneer, writable surfaces, or
colorful ImPrinted designs with or
without casters. Marker ledges
are available as an option.

Dola – round and curvaceous
47.5”W x 47/5”H x 19.5”D x
.5”TH
Available in maple veneer,
vertical grade laminate or
ImPrinted

Jasper – tall and confident
34”W x 74”H x 19.5”D x .5”TH
Available in maple veneer,
vertical grade laminate or
ImPrinted

Thom – handy screen with
optional dry erase capabilities
30”W x 71”H x 19.5”D x .5”TH
Available in maple veneer, or
vertical grade laminate.
Maple veneer available with
dry erase finish.



Mobile Screens
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MEDIATECHNOLOGIES

Mediatechnologies Cheesewall privacy screen offers a unique option to define a
space.

The Cheesewall is available in
free-standing and mobile units
and is available in the “Swiss”
version with 7 observation ports
or the “American” version
without ports. 1” thick curved
high pressure laminate, these
units can be used alone or
configured using multiple units.

These units can also be used
with Mediatechnologies curved
ottomans.
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Muzo’s Flow is a portable, foldable, fun way to divide space, provide a
customizable backdrop or create a communal area.

Flows soft surface option helps
with acoustics and also acts as a
board for you to pin images and
notes to. You also have the
ability for a whiteboard surface
with optional magnetic
accessories.

Standard Flow screens are specified
with one side whiteboard, one side
fabric tackboard. Standard fabric is
Camira Blazer Lite. Alternate fabrics
may be available at an upcharge.

Mobile Screens MUZO
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MERGEWORKS

Mergeworks Urban Wall room dividers are completely customizable. Their
contemporary design is great for creating meeting rooms, collaboration spaces,
private work areas or simply separating an area.

The Urban Wall comes in a wide
range of sizes, configurations
and core materials making it fun
and easy to create a custom
room divider. Panels can be
hinged together to create 2, 3 or
4-way configurations. Units are
available with feet or casters.

Room Dividers
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Mergeworks EchoDeco acoustical wall panels improve sound privacy by
reducing room echo and absorbing sound.

EchoDeco hanging panels offer
an attractive, decorative
solution that absorbs distracting
noise. They offer a cost-
effective treatment to cover
walls or divide space. Panels
can be hung from either the
ceiling or walls. Select from 4
different panels sizes and 2
material thicknesses. Also
available as a solid panel.

Room Dividers
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Mergeworks Villa Wall is lightweight, easy to install option for creating custom
cubicles, workstations or dividing a space.

The Villa Wall is available in 24”,
30”, 37”, 42”, 49”, 61 “ and 73”
widths. Unit ships fully
assembled; simply add your foot
option and hinge. Panels can
be hinged together to create 2,
3 or 4-way configurations.
Available with casters.

The Duplex Wall is available at
the same heights as the Villa
Wall, but can be designed with
two different materials for an
added design touch. Materials
can be selected from frosted
acrylics, fabrics, laminates or
whiteboard.

Room Dividers
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